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ID: BABYLON is a theatre project exploring the experiences of teenagers
across Europe. It began in late 2018 with conversations and interviews with
young people from a broad range of backgrounds. The interests, hopes
and fears they discussed form a basis for work produced throughout the
project.
The project will see young people in each of the partner countries make
and perform work in their ‘home’ country, come together to share the works
at a Youth theatre festival at Théâtre du Pélican – in Clermont-Ferrand,
France. In the second phase a piece of documentary theatre will be written
by professional playwright Nadège Prugnard, with six of the young people
and will tour internationally. In addition, a digital exhibition documenting
and celebrating the whole project will be created and widely disseminated.
The project partners formed ID: BABYLON in response to issues impacting
teenagers today, including the rise of extremism and nationalism and issues
around migration and the movement of people. Our vision for the project is
the development of transnational identity and values and a sense of
European citizenship for young people, which will help them to look beyond
the borders of their origin.

how did we work
with the youngsters ?

or the stories of our local productions...

DAS LETZTE KLEINOD (GERMANY)
Report: Notes of ID: Babylon, activities
From 31 January to 3 February 2019 a
first workshop with all participants* took
place in Geestenseth, 5 young performers*
took part. Das Letzte Kleinod had
organized a casting in advance, to which
they had been invited via newspaper,
Facebook and flyer distribution. The ID:
Babylon project took place with a rather
small group of performers, as it included
several dates: a first workshop on the
development
of
the
scenes
in
January/February 2019, another workshop
on a weekend in March 2019 (completion
of the performance and first public
presentation), travel and presentation at a
festival in Clermont/ Ferrand (France) in
early April 2019, resumption rehearsals in
September 2019 and presentation at a
school, tour to Poland in September 2019
with public performance and workshop.
One participant was given the opportunity
to participate in the international coproduction, which meant rehearsals and
performances in five different countries on
corresponding dates in 2019 and 2020.

31 January to 3 February 2019:
performance development (act. 20)
All participants* in the project had been
involved in the topic since September 2018,

as they were instrumental in developing a
questionnaire on identity, Europe and
Babylon, which formed the basis for
interviews with young people in the five
participating countries. All of the young
people
had
conducted
interviews
themselves and were also interview
partners* and had thus already dealt
intensively with the topic. The transcriptions
were the raw material for their own local
theatre production.
All participants* and coaches lived and
worked in the Ocean Blue Train. The
rehearsals and the public presentation took
place in the goods shed of the station
Geestenseth, the seat of the theatre Das
Letzte Kleinod. The workshops were led by
Juliane Lenssen (concept/artistic direction)
and Jessica Reyelts (theatre pedagogy).
In this phase of the project, Omid Daoud,
Oria Daoud, Viyana Dimen, Vincent Lenkeit
and Jule Viebrock from the district of
Cuxhaven developed a performance under
the guidance of the two drama
pedagogues Juliane Lenssen and Jessica
Reyelts, which was based on interviews on
the theme of identity and Europe as well as
thoughts on Babylon. Two of the performers
originally come from Syria, a region where
historical Babylon is still present in stories,
songs and narratives. From the texts and
ideas, scenes were developed together,
which were enriched with music and a
dance, the "Chassade”.
Five large white "feed bags" were used as
special play material, which were used
pictorially and became the "Ishtar Gate" of
Babylon, were used as a bridge image,
became a costume and coat, an apple
blossom and many other unusual images
and associations. Here too, the production
focused on another aspect of the theatre,

which was to be worked out with the young
people in this context: to create a visual
performance that leads to and depicts its
own story, not only on the linguistic but
especially on the visual level. The
documentation
was
created
photographically by the young person
Finigan Rasch.
22 and 23 March 2019: rehearsal and
premiere in Germany (act. 20)
On 23 March 2019, "It was/n't" had its
premiere in English in front of about 30
spectators at the freight station of
Geestenseth station. In some scenes
German, Aramaic, Arabic, Dutch and
Kurdish were also spoken: The linguistic
confusion was deliberate. The title is based
on a saying that is pronounced in the
Aramaic language (i.e. the language that
was also spoken in the historical area of
Babylon more than 2000 years ago) as an
introduction to a narrative or "fairy tale"
and which translated means as follows:
"Once upon a time it was or it was not".

Festival in Clermont-Ferrand/ France from
4 - 6 April 2019 (act. 37, 38, 39, 40)
On April 4th the young people played at
an international festival in ClermontFerrand/France. French and international
classes, as well as the other partner
theatres and cultural workers had been
invited to this performance, so the

performance took place in a large and
well-filled theatre hall with about 250
spectators*. The report of a journalist, who
was invited by the French hosts to report on
the performance, as well as his colleagues
from the other participating countries:
Ulrich Müller (Nordsee Zeitung)
"April 5, 2019.
The next day will be devoted to theatre
work, with the first three performances
following rehearsals in the morning in the
afternoon. At shortly before 2 pm the tension
is clearly felt, at least for the young Kleinod
a modern and well attended theatre with
over 200 seats is not commonplace. In the
"Cour des Trois Coquins" the Théatre du
Pélican starts with Jean-Claude Gal's
production "Paths of Rain", a dialogue by
and with young migrants. (…)
Between the two performances, which have
been prepared by a long hand, stands today
the play of the young treasure, "It was/n't",
which was created during two workshops.
The proportions are right, the ensemble Omid Daoud, Oria Daoud, Viyana Dimen,
Vincent Lenkeit and Jule Viebrock - plays in
top form. The audience reacts positively right
from the start, the mixture between rather
entertaining and thought-provoking elements
fits perfectly. Juliane Lenssen's production
stays close to the theme with the story of the
Tower of Babel and quotations from
interviews conducted with young people and
implements it with the manifold means of
theatre. If there were notes, this would be a
straight A.
"Very cool. Very funny and very touching," is
the conclusion of the official discussion of
the German contribution. (…)
6. – 8. September 2019: local
performance in Geestenseth (act. 26)
On September 6th the review rehearsals

for the performance "It was/n't" started.
The young people rehearsed texts and
music under the guidance of Juliane Lenssen
and Jessica Reyelts and then played the
piece in a public presentation on 7 th
September in the goods shed in
Geestenseth in front of about 30
spectators. Invitations to the performance
were sent out via newspaper, Facebook,
Instagram and in schools. The spectators
were enthusiastic and stayed afterwards
for a public discussion. The idea was
expressed to play the performance in
different schools.
12. – 15. September 2019: international
cooperation/
associated
partner:
performances and workshops in Poland
(act. 32)
The performance "It was/n't" traveled to
Gdansk in Poland from 12-15 September
2019 and was performed at the Teatr
Miniatura there. There also took place a
one-day workshop about documentary
theatre (guided by Das Letzte Kleinod) with
local young people on Saturday 14
September 2019 which was very successful
and enjoyed by all youngsters.
About the experience in Poland the report
of one of the participants gives an
impressive feedback of the European
dimension of the project:
24 – 29 September 2019, Co-Production:
first rehearsals in Germany (act. 44)
From 24th - 29th September the first
rehearsals of the co-production of
ID:Babylon took place in Geestenseth. The
participants travelled from Slovenia, Italy,
France and Great Britain to Geestenseth
station. Together with the Slovenian director
Tijana Zinajic, the six young actors* from
the five participating countries rehearsed a
play that was written especially for them

by the French documentary theatre author
Nadège Prugnard and translated into
English as part of the ID: Babylon project.
This exciting collaboration began at
Geestenseth station and in the Oceanblue
Train of the theatre Das Letzte Kleinod and
continued in rehearsal phases until the
premiere in February 2020 in all
participating countries.

Right from the beginning the whole group
showed a high motivation and concentration
on the topic, the cooperation worked
excellently. The very individual themes of
the play were further developed into
personal roles in intensive rehearsals under
the guidance of director Zinajic. One young
person documented the process with photos
and video, Inga Remeta accompanied the
young people throughout the rehearsal
work and acted as a confidant. The
premises of the theatre Das Letzte Kleinod
were found to be ideal: the Oceanblue
Train
as
common
accommodation,
rehearsals in the theatre wagon, meals in
the dining car and further premises in the
station and train for individual rehearsals.
On Saturday, 28 September 2019 at 7:00
pm, a work-in-progress performance was
shown in the theatre wagon at Bf
Geestenseth about the results of the week,
which already gave an impressive picture
of the performance that was being created.

It was/n’t
Geestenseth, 2019
The seven gates of Babel
Oria: There were 7 different gates, the 7
gates represent the 7 heavens.
Vincent: King Nebuchadnezzar built an
eighth gate, the Ishdar gate.
Viyana: The gates were built of lime and
glazed bricks.
Jule: Blue bricks recall the gemstone lapis
lazuli.
Omid: Mushushu dragons, lions and bulls
symbolize the god-deities Marduk, Adad
and Ischdar.
Den Text sprechen sie rechts und links von
den Türmen 6
Assoziationen zu Babylon/ Babel +
Standbilder:
Oria: Anfang / beginning
Vincent: Zeitreise / timetravel
Viyana: Krieg / war
Jule: Vergessen / forgetting
Omid: Mythologie / mythology
Oria: Musik / music
Vincent: auf Tafeln schreiben / writing on
clay boards
Viyana: Turmbau / tower building
Alle gehen durch den Raum, immer wenn ein
Wort gerufen wird, nehmen sie die Position
ein, manchmal wird auch direkt aus einer
Position der nächste Begriff gerufen, sich
gegenseitig „überraschen“, Position dann ca
3 sec freeze halten 7
The Tower of Babel
Alle rennen nach hinten zum Babel-Tor, bei
dieser Szene kommen sie langsam von weit
hinten und von den Seiten ganz nach vorne
nah ans Publikum (aber noch im Licht),
Fantasie-Gebärdensprache, sehr ruhig und
laut und deklamierend sprechen, dann mit
den
„verwirrten“
Sprachen
wieder
auseinander und nach hinten, schnell
Omid: The Tower of Babel. Now the whole
earth had one language and the same words.
Vincent: And as people migrated from the
east, they found a plain in the land of Shinar

and settled there.
Oria: And they said to one another, “Come,
let us make bricks, and burn them
thoroughly.”
Jule: And they had brick for stone, and
bitumen for mortar. Then they said, “Come,
let us build ourselves a city and a tower with
its top in the heavens, and let us make a
name for ourselves,
Viyana: lest we be dispersed over the face of
the whole earth.”
Omid: And the LORD came down to see the
city and the tower, which the children of man
had built.
Vincent: And the LORD said, “Behold, they
are one people, and they have all one
language, and this is only the beginning of
what they will do. And nothing that they
propose to do will now be impossible for
them.
Oria: Come, let us go down and there
confuse their language, so that they may not
understand one another's speech.”
Jule: So the LORD dispersed them from there
over the face of all the earth, and they left
off building the city.
Viyana: Therefore its name was called Babel,
because there the LORD confused[a] the
language of all the earth.
Jule: And from there the LORD dispersed
them over the face of all the earth.
All: last sentence in own or other language,
loud, repeat and “disperse”, run! 8
Religion - in english:
Jule: I'm an atheist.
Oria: I don't care who you believe in.
Everyone can decide for themselves in whom
they believe. Religions cannot decide whether
a person is good or bad. What is important
to me is the character and not the religion.
Viyana: I am a Muslim and believe in Allah.
Not every person has to believe, because
every person is different.
Vincent: I believe in God, but not like others.
I see him as a force that controls everything.
I think it's okay not to believe. If you want to
believe, you do it and if you don't, you don't.
Omid: Simply put, this is "Nobody's
Business". At some point when I was 15 years
old, I said "I don't think so". I don't know if

there really is a God and at some point I
became an agnostic atheist. But I can't say
that there is a God. It’s just like Santa Claus
in whom all children believe. But can you
prove that? No. The Easter bunny is exactly
the same.
Jule: I'm an atheist.

It was/n’t
Das Letzte Kleinod, 2019
For ID: Babylon the theatre Das Letzte
Kleinod invited young people from
different contexts to be part of the project,
to participate in interviews or as actors. The
young people have different cultural
backgrounds and have been living in
Germany for a lifetime or only for a few
years. The youngsters interviewed each
other and focused on a number of
proposed questions. For the performance
they chose parts of the interviews and
developed new texts and scenes with the
ideas about their identity and Babylon. Two
members of the group originally came from
Syria and have a very rich historical
relationship to the authentic places and
stories of
Babel/ Babylon. Their
contribution and the participation of each
young person was essential for the
development of the performance which has
the title “It was/n’t”.
Ensemble : Omid Daoud, Oria Daoud,
Viyana Dimen, Vincent Lenkeit, Jule
Viebrock
Photo/ Video : Fin Rasch
Artistic director : Juliane Lenssen
Theatre pedagogy Jessica Reyelts
Light/ Technique : Thimo Kortmann
https://www.das-letztekleinod.de/en/youth-projects/idbabylon-2
info@das-letzte-kleinod.de

THEATRE DU PELICAN (FRANCE)

The first answer of the Pelican's theater to
the Id:Babylon project : Rain paths
When we built the Id:Babylon project, many
questions were raised about the identity of
European youth and its relation to the
contemporary phenomenon of migration.
ID: BABYLON is a project highlighting
various artistic subjects, exploring the
experiences of teenagers across Europe. It
is a real wager on the ability to bring
together, around a theme such as European
identity and migration, a certain number of
territorial artistic actors identified as such in
each of their countries, and to bring a real
strength of proposal for reflection,
exchanges, ideas and theatrical and/or
plastic productions that are set and
performed by adolescents or young
people.

result of interviews that have taken place
since January 2018 between the Théâtre
du Pélican team and more than forty young
people from nearly twenty countries:
Angola, Albania, Algeria, Afghanistan,
Brazil, China, Congo, Ivory Coast, Guinea,
Italy, Mali, Morocco, Nigeria, Portugal,
Central African Republic, Sierra Leone and
Turkey. Most of the students came from
French as a foreign language classes at
levels 1 and 2 of the Roger-Claustres high
school.
After working for a few hours inside the
high school with the two classes, 6 youngs
of level 2 were selected according to their
level of French and above all their
motivation. About sixty hours of work at the
table and rehearsals at the Cour des Trois
Coquins were necessary to stage the text:
Chemin de pluie (Rain paths).
These exchanges enabled us to explore
and link up a whole network of associations
and schools which welcome, accommodate,
educate and look after many young
isolated minors and migrants: the RogerClaustres and Camille-Claudel high schools
in Clermont-Ferrand, Cimade, RESF...
Our desire was to make these voices, these
childhood stories, heard in order to create
a dynamic of new words, among those who
have migrated and who now live in Europe.
Yaya Mahamat Ahmat, French participant
shares his thoughts on ID: Babylon and
much more
My name is Yaya Mahamat Ahmat, I am 17
years old. I come from Central Africa. I
attended the Koranic school from 6 years
old until 12 years old in Bangui. After the
war in Central Africa in 2013, during which
my father died, I left the country. With my
family – my mother and my brothers – we
follow the road that goes to Cameroon,
then to Chad with other migrants.

For the Théâtre du Pélican, it consisted of
choral work with young actors and
unaccompanied minors. This creation is the

I stayed in Chad just over 4 years. I studied
in a middle school as a refugee in which we
had language courses in English, French and

Arabic. I also did theatre with other
students on Saturday mornings.
One day, we flew to Addis Ababa and
then to France. It was the only country that
accepted us, following our requests. We
arrived at Charles-de-Gaulle airport, and
we headed to Pessat-Villeneuve where a
house was waiting for us.

We settled there for 5 months. I went to
Roger-Claustres
high
school
from
September 2018 to June 2019. The French
school felt safe and I had no great
difficulty with any of my classes. My
integration with the other students went well
and I made friends – I met people from
outside my classes through football, table
football.
I had a good command of the French
language. Nathalie Bernard, the head
teacher, followed my progress throughout
this year and it was her who suggested I
should meet Jean-Claude Gal, the artistic
director of Théâtre du Pélican, when he
came in to talk about ID: Babylon.
I had done some theatre elsewhere, and I
really wanted to do it again here. I
immediately responded to the call out to be
part of the project. I just thought of theatre
as a fun activity from my past experiences.
But ID: Babylon felt like a rich discovery. the
theme felt very important: youth and
migration. It corresponded to my past. It
was also an opportunity to do something
with other students.

I met others young people who weren’t at
my school and also discovered many new
words. Group situations were important. I
learned to work according to schedules,
often repeating the same sections of the
text, which was sometimes frustrating for
me. But as I went on I understood the
importance of working at the right pace for
everyone; Despite my initial impatience, it
gave me rigor and respect towards the
other 8 members of the group.
The ID: Babylon Festival was yet another
discovery: a mixture of languages, texts
and ways of doing theatre. Meeting up
with the young people from 5 other
countries and theatre groups, taking joint
workshops and talking with them was
incredible, especially after only a few
months in France. I had contacts and
discussions with many other young
Europeans.
The workshops were moments of pleasant
complicity. A time when everyone was
involved and there was no difference
between us. Depending on whether they
were migrants or not, it was different. Some
of the other young people spoke Arabic so
we were able to communicate in that
language. We talked about our
background and our way of seeing the host
countries. We all sang together. It was
touching and created incredible moments.
I recently moved with my family and I now
live in an apartment in a popular district of
the City of Clermont-Ferrand. I managed to
get a place at a high school in the area. I
am very happy even though I know that it
will be more difficult because I will follow a
mainstream course.
I will continue this year at Théâtre du
Pélican, and attend theatrical practice
workshops. I will perform in a new show
next year which will be another new
experience. The team at Théâtre du Pélican

are supportive there to listen to me. I
regularly go to the office to work or ask
for advice. It’s a new place for me. I am
confident in the future and I will work to
succeed.

Rain paths
Clermont-Ferrand 2018-2019
What refuge will I find now ? / I don’t know
where to shelter. / I’m almost never
reassured, so I float from place to place,
because none of them belongs to me. / I
didn’t even decide to come here, since I didn’t
even know that here existed / I’ve become
homeless. / What home will welcome me,
truly ? / The walls are so laden. / The
inhabitants, so agitated, in this world that
wears them down! / Many don’t have time to
think about what is good or bad in
themselves, so how could they see what’s
going on around them ? / The streets are
cold. / They divide people. / I watch them
live. / I feel different. / I don’t have the
same walk. / I’m a mixture of lightness and
stiffness, sadness and fear. I dance clumsily
on my two legs made stiff by this wild
journey.
To some: Let’s rediscover the fragile gaze of
childhood! / That forgotten innocence. /
We’ve not been allowed to be naive since
we’ve been here! / We’ve lost that feeling of
still being children. / We are positioned,
upright, just after: but in what place of life
exactly! A time that seems to have no future,
already cut off from the past! But at the end
of it all, our destiny is written and no one
will take it from us.
Above our heads, the bells of decisions toll,
ringing and incessant. / I hear them,
sometimes catch them, wrench them from
their destiny or let them shoot past, like
comets!/ Our sky is full of so many extinct
stars! / It’s not a refusal but fear, again. /
Fear of this new life so demanding, so

different!
What’s going through my mind ? / Nothing
but a sort of life-sickness / Everything went
fast! / Brutal! / If only this banging that
saps my energy would stop! / Give me time
to recover! / Do you understand that my life
is scarred by marks that cut into the flesh:
ones that make people leave their homeland,
leave without knowing, flee from footsteps
turned dangerous, from spaces without
smells. / Do you realise that I left the people
I loved, I who was so young ? / Only I can
understand that.

I fled. / Dispossesed of everything, I arrived
with almost nothing. / Yet, without knowing
it, I had mustered all my strength. / In a
flash, I gathered stories, faces, laughter, a
landscape and childhood tears and stored
them deep in my belly. / Carried away! To
withstand the journey and go beyond it, in
this elsewhere that quickly changed colour. /
With the resolve to stay alive. / I protected
them against all men, even my brothers,
against the darkness of the journey and all
its dangers. / It was little compared with
what I was experiencing, but it was inside
me, locked away.
Oh, that journey transformed everything in
my mind and in my body. / Abused,
destroyed, I preserved those hidden traces as
the only thing I had left on this earth. /
What else could I do with my youth, with
such a little life? All this has gradually

crystallised. / It has turned into a wall of
sediment which I carry on adding to when I
can. / Here, sometimes, the sediments
disappear. / And then I gather them
together again, to stop me from breaking
down and thinking about the past./ Still too
painful to bear.
I am an adult with the laughter of a child.
My youth is behind me. / I have morphed
into a passer-by seeking his way. / Is it not
unjust to walk on a path where the rain never
stops. / When my footsteps are unsteady, I
slip. / My carefreeness is bound up in this
march. / There is old and young in me! / In
this haze, as I walk, from time to time I look
around me. / No one sees me, or they see
me only vaguely. / Most of the time, I look
at nothing. / I protect myself because my life
is so confined. / It always runs ahead of me.
I try to catch up with it. / We chase it to
salvage a future. / I am aware of that
famous fate in saying that. / It’s fun! Aren’t
children typically supposed to find everything
fun ?

Paths of Rain
Dialogue with young isolated minors
They left by burying traces. They left part of
their childhood soul there. And their
adolescence was sacrificed.
After the journey, there was the discovery of
the new country, the beginning of a new life.
How were they welcomed? What future do
they dream of? What memories do they
keep?
We wish to make the languages and
memories of each one of us heard in a
choral story, mixing songs and words, to
bring a universal echo to this sacrificed youth
who has the hope of living and working with
us.
Writing and dramaturgy: Jean-Claude Gal
Light: Catherine Reverseau
Music: Rémy Gonin
Ensemble: Sidiki Doumbia, Emma-Laure Gros,
Sayfeddin Haida, Ikhlasse Khamassi, Henock
Mbelembe-Nginamau,
Yaya
Mahamat
Ahmat, Obaïd Nour, Madhoini Nourouddine,
Duling Phasavat, Josmar Pinto Machado et
Bangaly Touré.
In collaboration with the Roger-Claustres and
Camille-Claudel high schools la Cimade, RESF
et le Service Université Culture
Greetings : Mme Anne Lachaud, director of
Roger-Claustres High School, Nathalie
Bernard et Gaëlle Rodrigues, teachers.

SNG NOCA GORICA (SLOVENIA)
Won’t Curdle With Us On Tour
A Trip to Ostrava

which was a stellar piece of work. We
were thrilled by the quality of their
production, and their devotion to their work
with young artists. We were delighted to
be part of this fulfilling project.

Within the framework of the European
project ID: Babylon we went to Ostrava
(Czech Republic) to perform our play Won’t
Curdle With Us at The National MoravianSilesian
Theatre
(Národní
divadlo
moravskoslezské v Ostravě). We were
hosted by the Ateliér pro děti a mládež při
NDM organization.
The institution came into being in
September 2012 but they started working
continuously in September 2015. Since then
they have created several performances,
one to mention is the collage Hamlet Is Not
Dead, created by a group of 12 students
from 11 to 15 years old. For them, a
highlight of the project was in September
2018, when they became a part of the
theatre repertory and performed the play
Punk Rock by British author Simon Stephens
three times for schools.
Beside Ateliér pro děti a mládež the NDM
includes two more studios for youngsters’
ballet and opera. The ballet studio has a
long tradition in theatre, as it was founded
in 1979. Many outstanding dancers and
educators have worked there during its
existence. The studio concept is based on
complex
movement
and
dance
development. Teachers mainly focus on
classical dance, folk dance, improvisation
and gymnastics. The opera studio was
founded in 1994. During the existence of
the studio, their students performed in a
number of operas, operettas, ballet
musicals and dramas. They also work on
individual projects.
The trip to Ostrava was a great learning
experience.
Young people from both
countries shared their knowledge and
quality time together. After an in-depth
discussion about our show, we were invited
to watch a rehearsal of their operatic play,

XII Rapassage Fest Ub (Serbia)
Besides the trip in Ostrava, we were invited
to perform our play Won’t Curdle With Us
at the XII Rapassage fest Ub (Serbia),
which hosts the best amateur shows in the
former Yugoslavia. We were proud to be
invited, especially because the festival it is
not only for young people but for the best
amateur plays in the country. We won two
awards: Nejka Berce Čeligoj – Award for
Best Female Lead and Borut Petrović –
Diploma for Actor of the Day.
Festival of Young Culture Vizije
In Slovenia, we were chosen to be part of
the Festival of Young Culture Vizije. The
festival includes around ten of the best
Slovenian youth theatre productions. Jakob
Šfiligoj and Borut Petrović, who both play
main roles, won a Visionary award for the
best actors.

Sometimes we were rough.
Then we got lectured

Sometimes we were cute.
… and some more lecture …

… and sometimes we were
both.

And then we passed our
knowledge
to
young
generations …

Won't curdle with us
SNG Nova Gorica, 2019
The Amateur Youth Stage (AMO) has been
operating under the patronage of the SNG
Nova Gorica since 1977 and with youth
performances complemented the theatre's
programme while offering a chance to a
number of gifted young people to develop
their artistic talents. For ID: Babylon, We, a
group of young artists from Nova Gorica,
started
researching
who
the
Slovenian/European “enemies" are, who we
are afraid of and who represents the so
called “destroyers” of European culture.
We took motives and content from various
media and negative comments on social
media. We thus created typical political
conservatives or better people who don’t
accept differences. The creative processes
led us to the genre of absurd and black
comedy.
Such must be the function of laughter.
Always rather humiliating for the one
against whom it is directed, laughter is,
really and truly, a kind of social “ragging”.
(Henri Bergson)
Ensemble: Nejka Berce Čeligoj, Neža
Lozej, Rebeka Štokelj Hlede, Jakob
Šfiligoj, Borut Petrović
Artistic director: Tereza Gregorič
Dramaturg: Tajda Lipicer, Urša Adamič
Light / Technique: Samo Oblokar /
Jonathan Černe
Sound: Jonathan Černe
Photo: Damir Ipavec

THE GLEJ THEATER (SLOVENIA)
Café Europe on the road in Bosnia

Glej Theatre team on its way to Mostar.
Glej Theatre from Slovenia ended its
summer on the road in the Balkans. Our ID:
Babylon local production Café Europe was
invited to Mostar in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. A wonderful city, once famous
for its multiculturalism that was later torn
apart by civil war in beginning of the
nineties, seemed a perfect setting for a
play that addresses current situation of
division in European Union.

play addressing contemporary youth issues
that are felt across the continent, despite
perhaps taking different shapes and
offering different answers.
We felt honoured that performance was
sold out, so we played another one on the
site. We are coming away from the trip full
of impressions and open questions
regarding the European identity, future of
Europe, providing lasting peace and not
encouraging politics of hate, and the role
of youth in these processes that we shared
with our friends in Mostar.
« I have no idea, where I am going. »
(Pia, 20 years)

From Café Europe performance in Mostar.
We were invited to show our work at
UWCiM (United World College in Mostar).
It was established in 2006 with a mission to
contribute to the reconstruction of postconflict society and maintaining peace in a
country. The college is implementing
recognizable model of post-conflict
education, practically demonstrating a
convincing, fully integrated curriculum. Their
arts courses focuses on visual and theatre
programme.

« If you are alone for too long, you start
going mad. » (Lana, 19 years)

Slovenian ID: Babylon is rehearsing its
performance in Bosnia.
Café Europe is a symbolic site of European
Union, contemporary Babel in which
identities live together in different contexts:
some with the other, some pass by the other,
and some fight against each other. Café
Europe gives a voice to the generation that
was robbed of it. It is a brutal confrontation
with existential and social questions of
national and European identity, social
norms and structural place of young people
in our societies. We were interested to see,
how the audience in Mostar will react to the

« Yes, I believe in God. But I still smoke,
drink and have sex. And I do not even
pray. But it does not mean I am a bad
person. » (Majid, 20 years)

« My limbic system speaks a whole other
language than my cortex. So we do not
really get along. » (David, 19 years)

Café Europe
Glej theater, Ljubljana, 2019

« You must work on yourself. Work on
yourself. » (Anže, 19 years)

Dobrodošli!
Bienvenuti!
Wilkommen!
Bienvenue! Welcome to Café Europe!
Slightly decaying, mostly without sense,
continuously lost and strongly divided. Let's
face our fears, play with our expectations,
fall apart infront of the eyes of decaying
Europe. We are cought somewhere in
between. Who are we? Where are we
going?
Tower of Babel builds itself and falls apart
in front of our eyes. Café Europe uses
different techniques of contemporary
devised theatre, move, text and music. It
builds mosaic of different and often
contradictory position of young generation.
Here and now. We are and they are. We
are not and they are not. Everywhere and
nowhere. Decaying self in decaying Europe.

« Everyone feels this way, right? »

« Good mother ... She respects a man,
she knows how to behave herself. She
does not have a kid in the trolley while
she walks around in a short skirt, looking
like a slut. » (Karmen, 18 years)

Authors and performers: Anna Andolšek,
Laura Antončič, Manca Dečman, Almedin
Kajtazović, Tina Malenšek, Kaja Savodnik,
Nina Žerdin
Mentors: Vid Klemenc, Anja Pirnat
Costume designer: Mateja Čibej
Researcher: Anja Pirnat
Photographer : Neža Oblak
Video design : Borut Bučinel
Light design : Grega Mohorčič
Adviser for choreography : Klemen
Janežič
Head of the technical team : Grega
Mohorčič
Executive producer : Inga Remeta
Produced by Glej Theatre

THE ALBANY (UNITED KINGDOM)
Tayo Olowo-Okere on the Festival in France
Tayo is one of the UK project participants
and she wrote this blog about her
experience at the ID: Babylon Festival in
France earlier this year.

ID: Babylon is a European collaboration
with 5 European partners – France,
Germany, Slovenia, Italy and the UK. From
each country young artists and performers
were chosen to create a performance in
response to their own meaning of Babylon
and how that expresses what being
European means to them. Our piece, named
after the project, explored belonging and
what it means to be British while Black and
was performed in France, London and
Amsterdam.
ID: Babylon for me was more than an
experience to travel and perform. I gained
so much more than I imagined. The process
of preparing to perform our piece was
really insightful for me. I was able to work
with other young, talented writers to talk
about something really important – race.
With guidance from rapper and spoken
word artist Potent Whisper, we learnt about

the structure of spoken word and rhyming.
As a group we were given the freedom to
explore our British and European identity
and we began to explore the theme of
racism, injustice and borders.
As a British Nigerian, these topics are not
entirely new to me but I had never written
and performed about them. It felt so daring
and provocative. Each week I felt nervous
about my own words, unsure about how
audiences will receive it. But unlike other
projects and performances, it began to feel
bigger than me. Our words were important,
our experiences and feelings were valid
and deserved to have a voice. I was able
to honour my family and culture while also
critiquing the injustice and racist systems in
this country. It felt empowering to speak my
truth. I can admit that there was a part of
me that was still nervous, but another part
of me felt proud. I wasn’t relying on the
audience for feedback or approval, I was
expressing myself as an artist and it felt
brilliant.
What was also amazing and unexpected
was the response from audiences. When we
performed for the first time in France I had
no idea how it was going to be received.
But it was so fascinating to speak to people
as they were so interested in the topic and
how we had created it. It garnered such an
emotional reaction that led to some great
conversations about what we had been
through and why it meant a lot to us to
share.
Having the opportunity to leave your
country is a huge privilege in the right
circumstances. Being able to explore more
of the world and connecting with other
young people was amazing. It was so
inspiring to see them perform and see the
many different and creative ways Babylon
was defined and showcased. It was
apparent to see that there were so many
similar themes to do with identity, culture
and migration in many of the performances

from these groups. It definitely showed that
many of us have had similar experiences
despite being from different nations and
cultures.
Projects like ID Babylon are extremely
important as they highlight the importance
of the arts as a tool that connects and
allows us to express our opinions and
feelings about the world. I’m very honoured
to have been granted this opportunity by
the Albany as I have grown as a writer and
performer. Most of all I gained more
confidence in expressing many ideas and
topics that relate to who I am as a British
Nigerian woman.

Our director is the state who directs us
straight to jail
The only script that we ever chose to write
was love
But the way they edit us and our story is
betrayal
We're not here as actors, yes we are
narrators
But this is not just theatre, we're not
entertainers
Don't tell us "break a leg" our bones have
cracked for generations
But thank you for your presence here
We welcome you, all nations.

The London show
London, 2019

The cast sit in stools spread evenly across the
stage
Tendayi: What you're about to watch is not
a show
It's a showing
Of the courage that we hold
The courage that we grow in
No set, no lights
No text, no lines
No makeup or costume
No props, just life
No soundtrack
The only sound we know is sirens
That vilify our skin
And try to rip it from this island
The sound of charter flights in the night
when it's silent
We try to change the set but their mind set
is violence
The only set they build for us just sets us up
to fail

All: (Clap)
Tayo: “What’s your name?”
My name is Tayo (british pronunciation)
Tayo… Tayo... Oluwatayo. I am named
Oluwatayo Oluwasimidele Olowo-okere.
The beauty of a Yoruba name is that it is
not given without careful thought. Names
are based on the circumstances of one's
birth. Whether beautiful or horrible. The
name is supposed to reflect the times and
possibly the future.
Olowo-okere means a rich man can never
be small. A prophecy spoken first by my
grandfather, a humble cocoa farmer. He

spoke to the future in hopes that his
offspring will never be reduced or belittled
and will rise despite their background or
circumstances. And my father did just that.
Oluwasimidele means God has brought me
home. It was given to me as I was born
when my family had moved into their first
home. After years of struggling with
finances, and the uncertainty of the future.
They had a place to call home. They've
made it right? They should finally belong in
this land. Things should begin to fall into
place. My name is mine but shows an
appreciation for the past, a telling of the
present and a declaration to the future.
“Oh that's an interesting name.... But can I
call you something else/ something easier?”
No. Say my name. Say my name.

But which box do you tick?
Black British? British of African descent?
Afro-British? Afropean? Black/ other?
Just Black?

Well, who do you support in the World
Cup? Or the Olympics?
Do you watch their news?
Can you speak their language?
You probably want to retire there right?
Is it a slower pace of life?
Do people really carry baskets around on
their heads?
Do you only date black people? Or only
white people?
Is it true what they say? Skin don’t crack?
Once gone, never go back?
How do you get your hair like that? Does it
just grow like that?
Oh, I didn’t mean anything by that...

PJ: Are you from round here?
What’s your country of origin?
No, like, where are you really from?
What do your parents call you when
they’re mad?
What happened to your accent?
Have you been back there? Do you go
back often?
Do they have electricity? Are they in mudhuts?
I bet the food is such a delicacy.

Can you play the blues?
Tell me what you know about slavery.
Do you get stopped by police?
But you’re very well-spoken...
Are people surprised when they meet you
in person?
Can you just explain to me why it’s still
relevant?
Things are better for minorities.
I mean, it’s not as bad as it used to be,
right ?

ID BABYLON: the London show
A collaboration with Potent Whisper
The Albany 2019

The British performance is a fresh artistic
exploration of belonging, borders and
Britishness in a white world, through a Black
lens.
No set. No boundaries. Just our stories.
You can build our Britain but our Britain
wasn't built for you
You are illegal, I am a citizen
I am an expat, you are an immigrant
Due to problems securing a visa, Tendayi
Mutongerwa will be appearing digitally in
this production.

Ensemble: Maymuna Abdi, Peter Johnson
(The Repeat Beat Poet), Tayo Olowo-Okere
& Tendayi Mutongerwa.
Artistic Director: Potent Whisper
Producer: Kine Odegard
www.thealbany.org.uk
creative@thealbany.org.uk

IO QUI (I HERE)
DelleAli Teatro, 2019
If one day our daily lives were to be
abruptly interrupted? If suddenly what was
a security for us was no longer there? If we
were to have to leave our homes, our
affections? If one day we were to leave all
this towards an uncertain future? If one day
we could no longer say this is my place? If
one day we had to face a long journey of
uncertainty and pain. If one day I could just
say: I HERE.
A group of teenagers have been
confronted about their present life, about
their daily life that is often taken for
granted, but that when everything is upset
it disappears like snow in the sun, So who
am I? I can look in the mirror. I can reflect
myself in the stories of others. And to
discover that those stories, many and
different, can be (and have been and
continue to be) our story: that of human
migrants.
Ensemble: Dominique De Vincenzo, Clara
Longo, Martina Mauri, Martina Tria,
Alessandra Villa
Photo/ Video: by the ensamble
Artistic director: Alesasndra Anzaghi
Theatre pedagogy: Marzia Alati
Light/ Technique: Alessandra Anzaghi
http://www.delleali.it/
info@delleali.it

